The use of this standard is governed by the "Texas Engineering Practice Act". No warranty of any
kind is made by TxDOT for any purpose whatsoever. TxDOT assumes no responsibility for the conversion of this standard to other formats or for incorrect results or damages resulting from its use.

SIGN SUPPORT DESCRIPTIVE CODES

SIGN LOCATION

REQUIRED CLEARANCE

(Descriptive Codes correspond to project estimate and quantities sheets)

FOR BREAKAWAY SUPPORT
SM RD SGN ASSM TY

T-INTERSECTION

PAVED SHOULDERS

XXXXX(X)XX(X-XXXX)

Post Type
FRP = Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic Pipe (see SMD(FRP))

12 ft

TWT = Thin-Walled Tubing (see SMD(TWT))

HIGHWAY

min

10BWG = 10 BWG Tubing (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3))

HIGHWAY

6 ft min

INTERSECTION

INTERSECTION

AHEAD

AHEAD

S80 = Schedule 80 Pipe (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3))

12 ft min

Number of Posts (1 or 2)
TEXA
S

Anchor Type

0 to 6 ft

T
X
D
O
T

Non-breakaway

6 ft min

Greater
than 6 ft

UA = Universal Anchor - Concreted (see SMD(FRP) and (TWT))

portion of

UB = Universal Anchor - Bolted down (see SMD(FRP) and (TWT))

support

WS = Wedge Anchor Steel - (see SMD(TWT))

(i.e., stub).

7.5 ft max
Travel
4" max.

7.5 ft max

7.0 ft min *

Lane

Travel

7.5 ft max

7.0 ft min *

7.0 ft min *

Lane

Travel

WP = Wedge Anchor Plastic (see SMD(TWT))
SA = Slipbase - Concreted (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3))

Lane

60"

Paved

Paved

Shoulder

Shoulder

Ground

SB = Slipbase - Bolted Down (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3))

Surface

Paved

Sign Mounting Designation

Shoulder

LESS THAN 6 FT. WIDE

P = Prefab. "Plain" (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3), (TWT), (FRP))
T = Prefab. "T" (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3), (TWT))

To avoid vehicle undercarriage snagging, any

U = Prefab. "U" (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3))

substantial remains of a breakaway support,

IF REQUIRED

when it is broken away, should not project

1EXT or 2EXT = Number of Extensions (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3), (TWT))

more than 4 inches above a 60-inch chord

BM = Extruded Wind Beam (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3))

(i.e., typical space between wheel paths).

GREATER THAN 6 FT. WIDE
When this sign is needed at the end of a two-lane,

When the shoulder is 6 ft. or less in width,

When the shoulder is greater than 6 ft in width,

the sign must be placed at least 12 ft. from

the sign must be placed at least 6 ft. from the

the edge of the travel lane.

edge of the shoulder.

two way roadway, the right edge of the sign should
be in line with the centerline of the roadway. Place
as close to ROW as practical.

WC = 1.12 #/ft Wing Channel (see SMD(SLIP-1) to (SLIP-3))
EXAL = Extruded Aluminum Sign Panels (see SMD(SLIP-3))

BEHIND BARRIER

WEST

EAST

259

259

ROW

HIGHWAY

5 ft min**

No more than 2 sign

Acceptable

posts should be located

HIGHWAY

2 ft min**

INTERSECTION

INTERSECTION

AHEAD

AHEAD

within a 7 ft. circle.

Paved Shoulder

Edge of Travel Lane
7 ft.
7 ft.

diameter

diameter

Guard

circle

7.5 ft max

Rail

Travel

circle

7.0 ft min *

Lane

7.5 ft max

Concrete
Travel

7.0 ft min *

Barrier

Lane

DISCLAIMER:

Not Acceptable

7 ft.

7 ft.

Paved
Shoulder

BEHIND GUARDRAIL

STOP

BEHIND CONCRETE BARRIER

diameter

diameter
circle

Paved
Shoulder

Not Acceptable

circle

Not Acceptable

**Sign clearance based on distance required for proper guard rail or concrete barrier performance.
* Signs shall be mounted using the following condition
that results in the greatest sign elevation:

TYPICAL SIGN ATTACHMENT DETAIL

RESTRICTED RIGHT-OF-WAY

SIGNS WITH PLAQUES

(1) a minimum of 7 to a maximum of 7.5 feet above the
edge of the travel lane or

(When 6 ft min. is not possible.)

Single Signs

Back-to-Back

(2) a minimum of 7 to a maximum of 7.5 feet above the

EAST

Signs

U-bolt

grade at the base of the support when sign is

14 4
FT

Nylon washer, flat

installed on the backslope.

Maximum

FARM

EAST

IN

3713

HIGHWAY

possible

INTERSECTION

FARM
ROAD

washer, lock washer,
Sign

Sign Panel

nut

7.5 ft max
CLEARANCE

Sign Post

3713

35

LOW

7.0 ft min *

Clamp

components and Wedge Anchor System components.

or secondary sign is used,

The website address is:

6

***
7.5 ft max

Sign Post

Clamp

the supplemental plaque

Paved

washer

http://www.txdot.gov/publications/traffic.htm

7.0 ft min *

measured to the bottom of

Sign
Nut, lock

3
1

the 7 ft sign height is

Lane

See the Traffic Operations Division website for detailed
drawings of sign clamps, Triangular Slipbase System

When a supplemental plaque
Travel

the Engineer.

ROAD

M.P.H.

Nut, lock
washer

AHEAD

The maximum values may be increased when directed by

or secondary sign.

Shoulder

Travel
Lane

Sign Panel

Nylon washer, flat
washer, lock washer,

Right-of-way restrictions may be created
Sign Panel

Clamp Bolt

5/16-18 UNC galvanized square head with nut,

bolt length is 1 inch for aluminum.

2 ft
min

Nylon washer, flat
washer, lock washer,

Sign Bolt

FILE:

DATE:

or the universal clamp.

In situations where a lateral restriction

SMALL ROADSIDE SIGNS
GENERAL NOTES & DETAILS

from the edge of the travel lane, signs

Pipe Diameter
Specific Clamp

SIGN MOUNTING DETAILS

factors.

prevents the minimum horizontal clearance

should be placed as far from the travel

Universal Clamp

SMD(GEN)-08

lane as practical.
2" nominal

3"

3 or 3 1/2"

2 1/2" nominal

3 or 3 1/2"

3 1/2 or 4"

3" nominal

3 1/2 or 4"

4 1/2"

7.5 ft max

right. The bolt length may need to be adjusted

Sign clamps may be either the specific size clamp

buildings, a narrow island, or other

Approximate Bolt Length

washer. The approximate bolt lengths for various post

depending upon field conditions.

by rocks, water, vegetation, forest,

min

AHEAD

back-to-back, use a 5/16-18 UNC galvanized hex

sizes and sign clamp types are given in the table at

HIGHWAY

2 ft

INTERSECTION

nut
When two sign clamps are used to mount signs

head per ASTM A307 with nut and helical-spring lock

Traffic Operations Division

Shoulder

Bolts used to mount sign panels to the clamp are

nylon washer, flat washer and lock washer. The

Texas Department of Transportation

Paved

CURB & GUTTER OR RAISED ISLAND

nut

Face of
Curb

7.0 ft min *

Face of

*** Post may be shorter if protected by

Curb

guardrail or if Engineer determines the

C TxDOT July 2002
REVISIONS

9-08
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CONT

SECT
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post could not be hit due to extreme
slope.
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TRIANGULAR SLIPBASE INSTALLATION GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL NOTES:

NOTE
1. Slip base shall be permanently marked to indicate manufacturer. Method, design, and location of
Post

marking are subject to approval of the TxDOT Traffic Standards Engineer.

Bolt

10 BWG Tubing or

Keeper Plate

Schedule 80 Pipe

There are various devices approved

(See General Note 3)

for the Triangular Slipbase System.

2. Material used as post with this system shall conform to the following specifications:
10 BWG Tubing (2.875" outside diameter)

Please reference the Material Producer
Slip Base

0.134" nominal wall thickness
Seamless or electric-resistance welded steel tubing or pipe
Steel shall be HSLAS Gr 55 per ASTM A1011 or ASTM A1008

List for approved slip base systems.
http://www.txdot.gov/business/producer list.htm

Other steels may be used if they meet the following:
55,000 PSI minimum yield strength
70,000 PSI minimum tensile strength

The devices shall be installed per
5/8" structural

manufacturers' recommendations.

bolts (3), nuts

20% minimum elongation in 2"
Wall thickness (uncoated) shall be within the range of 0.122" to 0.138"
Outside diameter (uncoated) shall be within the range of 2.867" to 2.883"

(3), and washers

Installation procedures shall be

Washers

(6) per ASTM A325

if required by

or A449 and

provided to the Engineer by Contractor.

manufacturer

Galvanization per ASTM A123 or ASTM A653 G210. For precoated steel tubing (ASTM A653), recoat
tube outside diameter weld seam by metallizing with zinc wire per ASTM B833.
Schedule 80 Pipe (2.875" outside diameter)

galvanized per

0.276" nominal wall thickness

Item 445 "Galvanizing."

Steel tubing per ASTM A500 Gr C

Bolt length is

Other seamless or electric-resistance welded steel tubing or pipe with equivalent

2 1/2".

outside diameter and wall thickness may be used if they meet the following:
46,000 PSI minimum yield strength
62,000 PSI minimum tensile strength

4" Max.

21% minimum elongation in 2"
Wall thickness (uncoated) shall be within the range of 0.248" to 0.304"
Outside diameter (uncoated) shall be within the range of 2.855" to 2.895"
Galvanization per ASTM A123
3. See the Traffic Operations Division website for detailed drawings of sign clamps and Texas
Universal Triangular Slipbase System components. The website address is:
http://www.txdot.gov/publications/traffic.htm

Stub

4. Sign supports shall not be spliced except where shown. Sign support posts shall not be spliced.

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE

3/4 " diameter hole.
36"

Provide a
7" x 1/2" diameter

Foundation

rod or #4 rebar.

1. Prepare 12-inch diameter by 42-inch deep hole. If solid rock is encountered, the depth of the
foundation may be reduced such that it is embedded a minimum of 18 inches into the solid rock.

Class A concrete

2. The Engineer may permit batches of concrete less than 2 cubic yards to be mixed with a portable,

42"

motor-driven concrete mixer. For small placements less than 0.5 cubic yards, hand mixing in a

12" min.

suitable container may be allowed by Engineer. Concrete shall be Class A.

24" max.

DISCLAIMER:

3. Push the pipe end of the slip base stub into the center of the concrete. Rotate the stub back and
forth while pushing it down into the concrete to assure good contact between the concrete and stub.
Non-reinforced

Continue to work the stub into the concrete until it is between 2 to 4 inches above the ground.

concrete footing

4. Plumb the stub. Allow a minimum of 4 days to set, unless otherwise directed by the Engineer.

(shall be used

5. The triangular slipbase system is multidirectional and is designed to release when struck from any

unless noted

direction.

elsewhere in the
plans). Foundation

Support

should take approx.

1. Cut support so that the bottom of the sign will be 7 to 7.5 feet above the edge of the travelway

2.5 cf of concrete.

(i.e., edge of the closest lane) when slip plate is below the edge of pavement or 7 to 7.5 feet
above slip plate when the slip plate is above the edge of the travelway. The cut shall be plumb and
straight.
2. Attach sign to support using connections shown. When multiple signs are installed on the same

12" Dia

support, ensure the minimum clearance between each sign is maintained. See SMD(SLIP-2) for
SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(X)SA(X-XXXX)

clearances based on sign types.

CONCRETE ANCHOR

Concrete anchor consists of 5/8"
diameter stud bolt with UNC series
bolt threads on the upper end.
Heavy hex nut per ASTM A563, and

6" min
to edge
or joint

hardened washer per ASTM F436. The
stud bolt shall have a minimum
yield and ultimate tensile strength
of 50 and 75 KSI, respectively.
Nuts, bolts and washers shall be
galvanized per Item 445, "Galvaniz-

Texas Department of Transportation

ing." Adhesive type anchors shall
have stud bolts installed with Type

Traffic Operations Division

III epoxy per DMS-6100, "Epoxies
and Adhesives." Adhesive anchors
may be loaded after adequate epoxy

SIGN MOUNTING DETAILS

cure time per the manufacturer's
recommendations. Top of bolt shall

SMALL ROADSIDE SIGNS

extend at least flush with top of
the nut when installed. The anchor,
5/8" diameter Concrete Anchor -

when installed in 4000 psi normal-

8 places (embed a minimum of

weight concrete with a 5 1/2"

5 1/2" and torque to min. of

minimum embedment, shall have a

50 ft-lbs). Anchor may be

minimum allowable tension and shear

expansion or adhesive type.

of 3900 and 3100 psi, respectively.

TRIANGULAR SLIPBASE SYSTEM
SMD(SLIP-1)-08
C TxDOT July 2002

SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(X)SB(X-XXXX)

REVISIONS
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DATE:
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ONE-WAY

Gap between

(R6-1) or

plaques

Street Name

shall be

Aluminum

Sign

4 + 1

Sign

Nylon washer,

1.

hex bolt with

Panel

(if required)

GENERAL NOTES:

5/16" x 1 3/4"

10 BWG

1

2 flat washers

10 BWG

2

per ASTM A307
galvanized per
Item 445,
STOP (R1-1)

"Galvanizing."

1

32 SF

Channel

Sch 80

2

64 SF

2. The Engineer may require that a Schedule 80 post be
used in place of a 10 BWG where a sign height is
abnormally high due to a fill slope.

1

5/16" x 3 3/4"

Wing

3. Sign supports shall not be spliced except where shown.

hex bolt with

Sign support posts shall not be spliced.

nut, lock washer
•

4. Aluminum sign blanks shall conform to Departmental

Top View

Material Specifications DMS-7110 and shall have the

and flat washer
See

Extruded Alum. Windbeam

•
Detail D
1

32 SF

Sch 80

Universal)

Channel
1

16 SF

Wing

(Specific or

or

1

MAX. SIGN AREA

Sign Clamp

YIELD (R1-2)
4

SIGN SUPPORT # OF POSTS

nut, lock washer,

(See SMD(2-1))

•

following minimum thicknesses: 0.080 for signs less

per ASTM A307

Top View

Detail B

galvanized per

PLAQUE = 1 - variable length
STOP = 2 - 32 inch pieces

than 7.5 sq. ft., 0.100 for signs 7.5 to 15 sq. ft.,
and 0.125 for signs greater than 15 sq. ft.

Item 445, "Galvanizing."

Detail A

5. Signs that require specific supports due to reasons
in addition to windloading are indicated on the

YIELD = 1 - 8 inch piece
SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(1)XX(P)

& 1 - 32 inch piece

"REQUIRED SUPPORT" table on this sheet.

Drill 7/16" hole

SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(1)XX(T)

3/8" x 3 1/2" heavy hex

(through) after

SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(1)XX(P-BM)

assembly and install
bolt, nut, 2 flat
1 1/2"

washers and

1.12 #/ft Wing Channel

6. For horizontal rectangular signs fabricated from flat

bolt with nut, lock washer

aluminum, T-brackets are used for signs 24 inches or

and 2 flat washers per ASTM

less in height.

A307 galvanized per

greater height.
7. When two triangular slipbase supports are used to

Item 445 "Galvanizing."

lock washer.

8

U-brackets are used for signs of

support a single sign, they shall not be "rigidly"
connected to each other except through the sign panel.

1

•

This will allow each support to act independently

Extender

See

when impacted by an errant vehicle.

Detail A

8. Wing channel shall meet ASTM A 1011 SS Gr 50 and be

W(max)=6FT
H

galvanized per ASTM A 123.
9. Excess pipe, wing channel, or windbeam shall be cut
40

off so that it does not extend beyond the sign panel

See

1

6

(i.e., excess support shall not be visible when the

Detail B

Detail F

sign is viewed from the front.) Repair galvanized

8

coating at cut support ends per Item 445, "Galvanizing."

U-Bracket

10.Additional route markers may be added vertically,
Splices shall only be allowed behind the sign substrate.

provided the total sign area does not exceed the
maximum allowable amount per Note 1.

See
39

W-39

11.Additional sign clamp required on the "T-bracket" post

Detail C

2

Nylon washer,

•
38

38

SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(1)XX(U)

bottom of sign when possible.
12.Post open ends shall be fitted with Friction Caps.

Aluminum

hex bolt with

Sign

nut, lock washer,

1/2" x 4" heavy

Panel

2 flat washers

hex bolt, nut, lock

per ASTM A307

washer and 2 flat

galvanized per

washers per ASTM

Item 445,

A307 galvanized per

"Galvanizing."

Item 445,

SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(1)XX(U-WC)
(See Note 11)
Wing
Channel

DISCLAIMER:

for 24 inch height signs. Place the clamp 3 inches above

T&U Bracket

5/16" x 1 3/4"

W

SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(1)XX(U)

13.Sign blanks shall be the sizes and shapes shown on the
plans.

"Galvanizing."
5/16" x 3/4"

"U" Extender

hex bolt with
nut, lock washer

REQUIRED SUPPORT

and 2 flat washers
per ASTM A307

See
Side View

Detail F

SIGN DESCRIPTION

Post

galvanized per

SUPPORT
TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

48-inch STOP sign (R1-1)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(P-BM)

"Galvanizing."

Detail E

(max)

Detail C

SIDE VIEW

Regulatory

Item 445,
11FT 9IN

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

60-inch YIELD sign (R1-2)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(P-BM)
TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

48x16-inch ONE-WAY sign (R6-1)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(P-BM)

36x48, 48x36, and 48x48-inch signs

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

TOP VIEW
48x60-inch signs

Sign Clamp

W(max)=6FT

Extruded

(Specific or

Aluminum

Universal)

TY S80(1)XX(T)

48x48-inch signs (diamond or square)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

Windbeam
Warning

(see SMD(2-1))
3/8" x 3 1/2" square

W

head bolt, nut, flat
5W
8

washer and lock washer
Sign Clamp

per ASTM A307 galvanized

(Specific or

per Item 445

48x60-inch signs

TY S80(1)XX(T)

48-inch Advance School X-ing sign (S1-1)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

48-inch School X-ing sign (S2-1)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

Large Arrow sign (W1-6 & W1-7)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

Universal)

"Galvanizing." (Bolt

Post

length may vary
depending on sign

Detail D

clamp type and
See

pipe diameter.)

Texas Department of Transportation

Detail E

Traffic Operations Division
Friction caps may be manufactured from hot rolled
or cold rolled steel sheets. The minimum sheet metal

SM RD SGN ASSYM TY XXXXX(2)XX(P)

SM RD SGN ASSM TY S80(1)XX(U-1EXT)

FRICTION CAP DETAIL

SM RD SGN ASSM TY S80(1)XX(U-2EXT)

thickness shall be 24 gauge for all cap sizes.

SIGN MOUNTING DETAILS

The rim edges shall be reasonably straight and
0.25 H
All dimensions are in english

Skirt

unless detailed otherwise.

Variation
Depth

H

manner as to produce a drive-on friction fit and
1" min,
Pipe O.D.
-.025"+.010"

TRIANGULAR SLIPBASE SYSTEM

The depth shall be sufficient to give positive

0.6W
W

SMD(SLIP-2)-08

shall be free of sharp creases or indentations
SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(1)XX(T)

0.2W
FILE:

have no tendency to rock when seated on the pipe.

1.75" max
protection against entrance of rainwater. They

*

DATE:

SMALL ROADSIDE SIGNS

smooth. Caps shall be sized and formed in such a

+.05"
W(max)=8FT

0.2W

(* - See Note 12)

and show no evidence of metal fracture.

Rolled Crimp to

C TxDOT July 2002

engage pipe O.D.

Pipe O.D.
+.025"+.010"

Caps shall have an electrodeposited coating of
zinc in accordance with the requirements of ASTM

REVISIONS

9-08

DN: TXDOT

CONT

SECT

CK: TXDOT

JOB

DW: TXDOT

CK: TXDOT

HIGHWAY

B633 Class FE/ZN 8.
DIST

26C

COUNTY

SHEET NO.

The use of this standard is governed by the "Texas Engineering Practice Act". No warranty of any
kind is made by TxDOT for any purpose whatsoever. TxDOT assumes no responsibility for the conversion of this standard to other formats or for incorrect results or damages resulting from its use.

GENERAL NOTES:

0.25 H

W(min)>8FT

Nylon washer,

Wing

W(max)=16FT

1.

5/16" x 2 1/2"

Channel

hex bolt with
nut, lock washer,
2 flat washers

H

per ASTM A307

See Detail C
*

1

bolt with nut, lock washer

10 BWG

2

(through) after

and 2 flat washers per ASTM

Sch 80

1

32 SF

assembly and install

A307 galvanized per

bolt, nut, 2 flat

Sch 80

2

64 SF

Item 445 "Galvanizing."

32 SF

used in place of a 10 BWG where a sign height is

"Galvanizing."

0.15W

16 SF

2. The Engineer may require that a Schedule 80 post be

1 1/2"

lock washer.

Item 445,
0.7W

MAX. SIGN AREA

10 BWG

washers and

galvanized per

0.15W

SIGN SUPPORT # OF POSTS

3/8" x 4" heavy hex
Drill 7/16" hole

abnormally high due to a fill slope.
3. Sign supports shall not be spliced except where shown.

W

Sign support posts shall not be spliced.

Extender

4. Aluminum sign blanks shall conform to Departmental

SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(1)XX(T-2EXT)

Material Specifications DMS-7110 and shall have the

(* - See Note 12)

following minimum thicknesses: 0.080 for signs less
than 7.5 sq. ft., 0.100 for signs 7.5 to 15 sq. ft.,
Sign

and 0.125 for signs greater than 15 sq. ft.

Panel

5. Signs that require specific supports due to reasons

Side View

Extruded Alum. Windbeam (See Detail D on SMD (SLIP-2))

Detail C

in addition to windloading are indicated on the
T-Bracket

or 1.12 #/ft Wing Channel (See Detail A and Detail B)

"REQUIRED SUPPORT" table on this sheet.
6. For horizontal rectangular signs fabricated from flat

Splices shall only be allowed behind the sign substrate.

Detail B

aluminum, T-brackets are used for signs 24 inches or
less in height.

U-brackets are used for signs of

greater height.
7. When two triangular slipbase supports are used to
support a single sign, they shall not be "rigidly"

8"

connected to each other except through the sign panel.
This will allow each support to act independently
when impacted by an errant vehicle.

Clamps
.2w

H

W(max)=15FT

Sign

w variable

See Detail A

8. Wing channel shall meet ASTM A 1011 SS Gr 50 and be

(Specific or

See Detail B

galvanized per ASTM A 123.
9. Excess pipe, wing channel, or windbeam shall be cut

Universal)

*

12"

off so that it does not extend beyond the sign panel
(i.e., excess support shall not be visible when the
sign is viewed from the front.) Repair galvanized
coating at cut support ends per Item 445, "Galvanizing."

8"

10.Sign blanks shall be the sizes and shapes shown on
8 1/2"

the plans.

8 1/2"

11.Additional sign clamp required on the "T-bracket" post
for 24 inch high signs. Place the clamp 3 inches above
W-39"

W-39"

39"

2

variable

bottom of sign when possible.
Post

2
W

12.Post open ends shall be fitted with Friction Caps.

clamp

SM RD SGN ASSM TY XXXXX(1)XX(U-XX)
3/8" x 4 1/2"

Sign clamp

square head

12"

bolt, nut,

DISCLAIMER:

flat washer
and lock washer per

6"

ASTM A307 galvanized
S3x5.7

per Item 445,

stiffeners
Sign

(Specific or

Panel

Universal)

Wing

SIGN DESCRIPTION

Sch. 80

(See SMD(2-1)

steel pipe

for additional

See Detail E

hex bolt with

for clamp installation

* Additional stiffener placed at approximate center

nut, lock washer,

TY 10BWG(1)XX(P-BM)

Detail E

Typical Sign Mount
SM RD SGN ASSM TY S80(2)XX(P-EXAL)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

48-inch STOP sign (R1-1)

details)

Nylon washer,

SUPPORT

post clamps

Slip base

2 7/8" O.D.

Channel

5/16" x 4 1/2"

REQUIRED SUPPORT

"Galvanizing."

attached with

Regulatory

Sign Clamp

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

60-inch YIELD sign (R1-2)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(P-BM)
TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

48x16-inch ONE-WAY sign (R6-1)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(P-BM)

36x48, 48x36, and 48x48-inch signs

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

of signs when sign width is greater than 10'.

2 flat washers

48x60-inch signs

TY S80(1)XX(T)

per ASTM A307
6"

"Galvanizing."

48x48-inch signs (diamond or square)

Top View

Item 445,

6" panel should

Detail A

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

Sign Clamp

be placed at the top of

See Detail D

sign for proper mounting.

24" or
6"

Sign Clamp

greater

Warning

galvanized per

48x60-inch signs

TY S80(1)XX(T)

48-inch Advance School X-ing sign (S1-1)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

48-inch School X-ing sign (S2-1)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

Large Arrow sign (W1-6 & W1-7)

TY 10BWG(1)XX(T)

(Specific or
Universal)
12"
3/8" x 1" square
head bolt and nut

Texas Department of Transportation

Nylon washer,

Traffic Operations Division

5/16" x 4 1/2"
hex bolt with

Use Extruded Alum. Windbeam as stiffeners

nut, lock washer,

See SMD (2-1) for additional details

2 flat washers

SIGN MOUNTING DETAILS

T Bracket

Extruded Aluminum

per ASTM A307

See Detail E

Sign

galvanized per

SMALL ROADSIDE SIGNS

for clamp installation

Item 445,
"Galvanizing."

TRIANGULAR SLIPBASE SYSTEM

2 7/8" O.D.
Sch. 80 or 10BWG

Slip base

steel pipe

SMD(SLIP-3)-08

Extruded
Aluminum Panel

Extruded Aluminum Sign
FILE:

DATE:

Detail D

With T Bracket

C TxDOT July 2002
REVISIONS
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The use of this standard is governed by the "Texas Engineering Practice Act". No warranty of any
kind is made by TxDOT for any purpose whatsoever. TxDOT assumes no responsibility for the conversion of this standard to other formats or for incorrect results or damages resulting from its use.

Wedge Anchor

Universal Anchor System

Steel System

with Thin-Walled Tubing Post

GENERAL NOTES:
1. The Wedge Anchor System and the Universal Anchor System with thin wall tubing post
may be used to support up to 10 square feet of sign area.
2. The tubular socket, wedge and prefabricated T-bracket shall be permanently marked to

Post
(See General
Tubular socket

3. Except for posts (13 BWG Tubing), clamps, nuts and bolts, all components shall be
prequalified. A list of prequalified vendors may be obtained from the Material

(embed a min. of

1/4" above

3 3/8" and torque
3"
A

http://www.txdot.gov/business/producer list.htm

to edge

4. Material used as post with this system shall conform to the following specifications:

or joint

to min. of 50 ft-lbs).

(Approx.)

Producer List web page. The website address is:

6" min

Anchor - 4 places

flush to

for optimal

approval of the TxDOT Traffic Standards Engineer.

Note 4)

Wedge

ground

indicate manufacturer. Method, design, and location of marking are subject to the

(See General

5/8" diameter Concrete

Note 4)

should be

Post

13 BWG Tubing (2.375" outside diameter) (TWT)

A

A

0.095" nominal wall thickness

Anchor may be

A

reusability.

Seamless or electric-resistance welded steel tubing

expansion or

Steel shall be HSLAS Gr 55 per ASTM A1011 or ASTM A1008

adhesive type.
1/4 x 2 7/8"

Other steels may be used if they meet the following:

1/2" x 7 1/2"
Class A
Concrete

Post

Slots (4 Equally

(See General

Spaced)

70,000 PSI minimum tensile strength

as a "stop" for

Note 4)
12"

Tubular

3 1/2"
27"

Socket

55,000 PSI minimum yield strength

steel rod acts

Diameter

the sign post

Concrete anchor consists of 5/8" diameter stud bolt with

and prevents

UNC series bolt threads on the upper end. A heavy hex nut

Wall thickness (uncoated) shall be within the range of .083" to .099"

stub from

per ASTM A563 and hardened washer per ASTM F436. The

Outside diameter (uncoated) shall be within the range of 2.369" to 2.381"

turning in the

stud bolt shall have minimum yield and ultimate tensile

foundation.

strengths of 50 and 75 ksi, respectively. Nuts, bolts and

A653), recoat tube outside diameter weld seam by metallizing with zinc wire

washers shall be galvanized per Item 445, "Galvanizing."

per ASTM B833.

Schedule 40
Stub Pipe

30"
Non-reinforced

(3" Nominal)

Top of bolt shall extend at least flush with top of nut when

5. Sign blanks shall be the sizes and shapes shown on the plans.

installed. The anchor, when installed in 4000 psi normal-weight

6. Additional sign clamp required on the "T-bracket" post for 24" high signs. Place

allowable tension and shear of 2450 and 1525 psi, respectively.

Class A

(shall be used

Adhesive type anchors shall have

Concrete

10"

unless noted

2.375" Diameter

Type III epoxy per DMS-6100, "Epoxies and Adhesives."

Ring

0.095 Thin

Adhesive anchors may be loaded after adequate epoxy cure

Wall Tube

time per the manufacturer's recommendations.

Foundation

(2" Nominal)

Stub pipe

8. See the Traffic Operations Division website for detailed drawings of sign clamps
and Wedge Anchor System components. The website address is:
http://www.txdot.gov/publications/traffic.htm
WEDGE ANCHOR SYSTEM INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

Non-reinforced

should take

1. Dig foundation hole. Where solid rock is encountered at ground level, the
3/4" dia.

Concrete

approx. 2.0 cf
12" Dia

foundation shall be a minimum depth of 18". When solid rock is encountered

14"

Footing

of concrete.

below ground level, the foundation shall extend in the solid rock a minimum

(shall be used

depth of 18" or provide a minimum foundation depth of 30". If solid rock is

unless noted

SM RD SGN ASSM TY TWT(X)WS(X)

encountered, the socket/stub may be reduced in length as required to a minimum

Plastic Insert

30"

elsewhere

Coupler

in the plans).

3 1/2"

Foundation

length of 18". Any material removed from the socket/stub shall be from the
Pipe Stub

10"

Diameter

View A-A

should take

Wedge Anchor

2. The Engineer may permit batches of concrete less than 2 cubic yards to be mixed

approx. 2.0 cf

Stub Pipe

Base

of concrete.

(3" Nominal)

Plate

DISCLAIMER:

Friction Cap

the Universal Anchor System or the Bolt Down Universal

or Plug. See

Anchor System. The insert should be approx. 10" long and

detail on SMD
(Slip-2)

(HDPE) System

Concrete shall be Class A.
3. Insert tubular socket into concrete until top of socket is approximaely 1/4 "

4. Plumb the socket. Allow a minimum 4 days for concrete to set, unless otherwise

the bottom of the sign post when using the Universal Anchor

directed by Engineer..

System. The insert should be cut to approx. 4 1/2" when
SM RD SGN ASSM TY TWT(X)UA(P)

Post

above the concrete footing.

10"

cover the tubing from just above the top of the stub pipe to
12" Dia

SM RD SGN ASSM TY TWT(X)UB(P)

5. Attach the sign to the sign post.

used with the Bolt Down Universal Anchor System.

6. Insert the sign post into socket and align sign face with roadway.

Wedge

(See General

with a portable, motor driven concrete mixer. For small placements less than
0.5 cubic yards, hand mixing in a suitable container may be allowed by Engineer.
Place concrete into hole until it is approximately flush with the ground.

1/2"

Polyethylene

bottom and the clearance requirements given on SMD(GEN) must be followed. The
inner surfaces of the socket/stub must remain free of concrete or other debris.

3 1/2"

Schedule 40

Plastic insert must be used when using the TWT with either

High Density

clamp at least 3" above bottom of sign when possible.
7. Sign supports shall not be spliced except where shown. Sign support posts shall
not be spliced.

stud bolts installed with

Compression

in the plans).

elsewhere

Galvanization per ASTM 123 or ASTM A653 G210. For precoated steel tubing (ASTM

concrete with a 3 3/8" minimum embedment, shall have a minimum

Concrete
Footing

18% minimum elongation in 2"

7. Drive the wedge into the socket to secure post. This will leave approximately
3 inches of the wedge exposed.

Note 4)
3"

UNIVERSAL ANCHOR SYSTEM INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

T-Bracket

Sign Installation Using a Prefabricated T-Bracket for Thin-Wall Tubing Post

1. Dig foundation hole. Where solid rock is encountered at ground level, the

(Approx.)
foundation shall be a minimum depth of 18". When solid rock is encountered
below ground level, the foundation shall extend in the solid rock a minimum
0.25 H

depth of 18" or provide a minimum foundation depth of 30". If solid rock is
W(max)=8FT

1/2" x 4"

Class A
Concrete
H

15"

17"

See Detail A
Post

length of 18". Any material removed from the socket/stub shall be from the

bolt, nut, 2

bottom and the clearance requirements given on SMD(GEN) must be followed. The

0.2W

2. Insert base post in hole to depths shown and backfill hole with concrete.

washer per

3. Level and plumb the base post using a torpedo level and allow concrete adequate

ASTM A307

time to set. The bottom of the slots provided in the stub pipe shall remain

galvanized

above the top of the concrete foundation.

per Item 445,

0.2W

Footing

SM RD SGN ASSM TY TWT(X)XX(T)

(shall be used
(* - See General Note 6)

unless noted

7. Seat compression ring using a hammer. Typically, the top of compression ring
9/16" hole may need
to be drilled through
post to accommodate

elsewhere

4. Attach the sign to the sign post.
5. Install plastic insert around bottom of post.
6. Insert sign post into base post. Lower until the post comes to rest on steel rod.

W

Concrete

inner surfaces of the socket/stub must remain free of concrete or other debris.

and lock

"Galvanizing."

0.6W

30"
Non-reinforced

heavy hex

flatwashers

*

Anchor

encountered, the socket/stub may be reduced in length as required to a minimum

Detail A

will be approximately level with top of stub post when optimally installed.
8. Check sign post by hand to ensure it is unable to turn. If loose, increase the
tightening of the compression ring.

bolt.

in the plans).

Texas Department of Transportation

Foundation
should take

Traffic Operations Division

approx. 2.0 cf
of concrete.

12" Dia

SIGN MOUNTING DETAILS

SMD RD SGN ASSM TY TWT(X)WP(X)

SMALL ROADSIDE SIGNS

NOTE

The devices shall be installed per manufacturer's recommendations.
Installation procedures shall be provided to the Engineer by Contractor.

WEDGE & UNIVERSAL ANCHOR
WITH THIN WALL TUBING POST
SMD(TWT)-08
C TxDOT July 2002
REVISIONS
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Universal Anchor System
GENERAL NOTES:

with Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP) Post
1. FRP sign supports for a single type sign support may be used for signs up to
and including 16 square feet. Dual post installation may be used for signs up
to and including 32 square feet.

6" min

2. All nuts, bolts and washers shall be galvanized per Item 445, "Galvanizing."
to edge

3. See the Traffic Operations Division website for detailed drawings of sign

or joint

clamps. The website address is:
http://www.txdot.gov/publications/traffic.htm

A

A

FRP POST REQUIREMENTS

1. Materials shall conform to the requirements of Departmental Material
Specification DMS-4410 and will be furnished in a yellow or gray color as
specified elsewhere in the plans.
2. Thickness of FRP sign support is 0.125" + 0.031", - 0.0".
3. FRP sign supports are prequalified by the Traffic Operations Division.
5/8" diameter Concrete Anchor - 4 places

A

A

Prequalification procedures are obtained by writing:

(embed a min. of 3 3/8" and torque to

3" O.D.

1/4 x 2 7/8"

Fiberglass

slots (4

Reinforced

equally

Plastic

spaced)

Texas Department of Transportation

min. of 50 ft-lbs). Anchor may be expansion

Traffic Operations Division

or adhesive type.

125 East 11th Street
Austin, Texas 78701-2483

Concrete anchor consists of 5/8" diameter stud bolt with

(FRP) Pipe

UNIVERSAL ANCHOR SYSTEM INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

UNC series bolt threads on the upper end. A heavy hex nut
per ASTM A563 and hardened washer per ASTM F436. The

3 1/2" Schedule 40
Stub Pipe

10"

Class A

foundation shall be a minimum depth of 18". When solid rock is encountered

strengths of 50 and 75 ksi, respectively. Nuts, bolts and

below ground level, the foundation shall extend in the solid rock a minimum

washers shall be galvanized per Item 445, "Galvanizing."

depth of 18" or provide a minimum foundation depth of 30". If solid rock is

Top of bolt shall extend at least flush with top of nut when

encountered, the socket/stub may be reduced in length as required to a

installed. The anchor, when installed in 4000 psi normal-weight

minimum length of 18". Any material removed from the socket/stub shall be

concrete with a 3 3/8" minimum embedment, shall have a minimum

from the bottom and the clearance requirements given on SMD(GEN) must be

allowable tension and shear of 2450 and 1525 psi, respectively.

followed. The inner surfaces of the socket/stub must remain free of concrete

Adhesive type anchors shall have

(3" Nominal)

Concrete

1. Dig foundation hole. Where solid rock is encountered at ground level, the

stud bolt shall have minimum yield and ultimate tensile

stud bolts installed with

or other debris.

Type III epoxy per DMS-6100, "Epoxies and Adhesives."

2. The Engineer may permit batches of concrete less than 2 cubic yards to be

Adhesive anchors may be loaded after adequate epoxy cure
1/2 x 7 1/2" Steel Rod

mixed with a portable, motor driven concrete mixer. For small placements

time per the manufacturer's recommendations.

less than 0.5 cubic yards, hand mixing in a suitable container may be

Acts as a "stop" for the sign post

allowed by Engineer. Concrete shall be Class A.
and prevents stub from turning in

Stub pipe

3. Insert base post in foundation hole to depths shown and fill hole with
the foundation.

BOLT-DOWN DETAILS

concrete. Cut base post from bottom and ensure a minimum of 18" embedment if
installed in solid rock.

Compression Ring

4. Level and plumb the base post with coupler using a torpedo level and let

Non-reinforced

concrete set a minimum of 4 days, unless otherwise directed by Engineer.
Concrete Footing

Fiberglass

(shall be used

14"

30"

unless noted

5. Attach sign to FRP post.

Plastic

elsewhere in the
DISCLAIMER:

Bottom of base post slots shall be above the concrete footing.

Reinforced

6. Insert sign post into base post. Lower until the post comes to rest on the

(FRP) Pipe

steel rod.

Coupler

plans). Foundation

7. Use hammer to ensure the coupler is firmly seated. Top of coupler should be

should take approx.

Pipe Stub

10"

2.0 cf of concrete.

3/4" dia.

level with top of base post in most instances.
8. Check sign to ensure there is no twist. If loose, increase the tightening of
coupler.

Base
3 1/2"

3 1/2"
Friction Cap

Schedule 40

or Plug. See

Stub Pipe

detail on SMD

(3" Nominal)

(Slip-2)

BOLT DOWN SIGN SUPPORT

1. Position base plate with coupler on existing concrete.
1/2"

10"

2. Drill holes into concrete and insert the 5/8" diameter bolts with wedge
anchors, and tighten nuts.

View A-A

12 Dia

Plate

3. Attach sign to FRP post.
4. Insert bottom of sign post into pipe stub.
SM RD SGN ASSM TY FRP(X)UA(P)

SM RD SGN ASSM TY FRP(X)UB(P)

5. Use hammer to ensure the coupler is firmly seated. Top of coupler should be
level with top of base post in most instances.
6. Check sign to ensure there is no twist. If loose, increase the tightening of

Typical Sign Mounting Detail

Typical Sign Mounting Detail

for FRP Support with Single Sign

for FRP Support with Back-to-Back Signs

coupler.

Plastic or nylon washer,
and flat washer

Plastic or nylon washer,

Sign Face

and flat washer
Sign Face
Sign Clamp
(Specific or

Sign Clamp

Universal)

(Specific or
Universal)

Texas Department of Transportation

Drill 3/8"
Drill 3/8"

(Max.) hole

(Max.) hole

in FRP

in FRP
FRP

SIGN MOUNTING DETAILS

support and

support and

FRP

sign face

Post

Post

Traffic Operations Division

sign face

SMALL ROADSIDE SIGNS
UNIVERSAL ANCHOR SYSTEM
WITH FRP POST

Sign Face
.080" Aluminum Sign 5/16 x 4" Hex Bolt

SMD(FRP)-08

.080" Aluminum Sign Plastic or
Nylon Washer

5/16 x 4 1/2" Hex Bolt
C TxDOT July 2002
REVISIONS
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